A geometric lattice is a frame if its matroid, possibly after enlargement, has a basis such that every atom lies under a join of at most two basis elements. Examples include all subsets of a classical root system. Using the fact that nitary frame matroids are the bias matroids of biased graphs, we characterize modular coatoms in frames of nite rank and we describe explicitly the frames that are supersolvable. We apply the characterizations to three kinds of example: one generalizes the root system D n and near-Dowling lattices; one has for characteristic polynomials the enumerators of separated circular partial permutations; and one is the family of bicircular matroids.
Introduction
One of the outstanding problems concerning arrangements of hyperplanes and nite matroids is to understand when and why the characteristic polynomial of the associated geometric lattice has a complete integral factorization. A su cient condition for such a factorization, which even implies a simple combinatorial interpretation of the roots, is that the lattice be supersolvable SSL], which means that it has a complete chain of modular ats SSL, Corollary 2.3]. However, it can be hard to decide whether a particular geometric lattice is supersolvable. Here we completely settle that question for two kinds of geometric lattice which can be presented in terms of graphs.
The rst kind is a geometric lattice (of nite rank) whose matroid has a basis, or can be extended to have one, such that each point lies on a line generated by a pair of basis elements. We call this a ( nite-rank) frame matroid. The primary example is the matroid of a subset of a classical root system; more generally, of a subgeometry of a Dowling group geometry. One can think of a frame matroid as an abstraction of a two-term arrangement of hyperplanes: a nite set of homogeneous hyperplanes in F n , each of whose equations involves at most two variables; thus x i = gx j or x k = 0. If g 2 f 1g and F = R , we have a subarrangement of B n = fx i = x j , x k = 0 : 1 i < j n, 1 k ng, the arrangement dual to the root system B n . By the theorem of FrM], a nitary frame matroid is the matroid of a graph with certain additional structure which I call a \bias" (to be explained in Section 1); and conversely every such \bias matroid" is a nitary frame. This representation theorem is what makes two-term arrangements and their abstraction to frame matroids relatively tractable, since it permits one to employ the rich theory of biased graphs to characterize modular copoints and supersolvability. Since an ordinary graph can be treated as a certain kind of biased graph, our theorem generalizes Stanley's that the lattice of contractions of a graph is supersolvable if and only if the graph is chordal.
The second kind of geometric lattice is one which contains, or can be extended to contain, an atom e 0 whose upper interval is graphic|that is, the lattice of contractions of a graph. We call this a graphic lift because it is obtained from a graphic matroid by a standard lift construction speci ed by a bias on the graph. Graphic lifts abstract a di erent kind of arrangement of hyperplanes, which we might call a nely graphic because the de ning equations have the form x i ? x j = g, whence the hyperplanes are a ne ats in F n . Again, biased graph theory helps us to treat these arrangements and all graphic lift matroids and in particular to determine all modular copoints and supersolvable lattices of this type.
We nd that very few frame-matroid or graphic-lift lattices are supersolvable. Yet we know several families of vector sets (or dually, arrangements of hyperplanes) that correspond to frame and lift matroids whose characteristic polynomials have integral roots but which are on the whole not supersolvable: the root subsystems obtained from B n by removing some coordinate vectors, for example, and generalizations; a family whose characteristic polynomials enumerate certain ordered circular choices; certain bicircular matroid lattices; and some lift analogs. This suggests that supersolvability is far from explaining integral factorization even for frame matroids. There are, it is true, several broader properties of an arrangement of hyperplanes or a matroid that guarantee integral roots: we mention freeness T81], inductive freeness T80], and recursive freeness Z87], rooted-complex factorization BZ], factorization FJ, T92] and inductive factorization FJ, JP] , and existence of an atom decision tree BS]. Why, then, characterize a comparatively weak property? The best reason is simply that it can be done|in considerable generality. There is no known general characterization of any other property aside from two special cases: graphic arrangements (subarrangements of A n?1 = fx i = x j : 1 i < j ng), and arrangements between A n?1 and B n , for which freeness, inductive freeness, and supersolvability are characterized in the beautiful theorem of ER], extended to factorizability and inductive factorizability by Bail]. 1 It is remarkable that in each of these cases, most of the properties turn out to nearly coincide. We know that is not so in the class of frame matroids (by our example in Section 7), but, to extend a question raised by Bailey Bail] , might it be true of all subarrangements of B n , i.e., of all signed graphs? This question is wide open.
After developing the general results we turn to four families of examples, looking for supersolvability and especially for nonsupersolvable cases that nonetheless have integral roots. In Sections 4 and 5 we treat examples that include the root system D n and Dowling's group geometries. In Section 6 we obtain a mild generalization of Edelman and Reiner's supersolvability theorem. In Section 7 we see that lattices of \composed partitions", whose characteristic polynomials count certain circular partial permutations (the d-separated npermutations of Z m ) and do have integral roots, are not supersolvable. (However, they are inductively free.) In Section 8, we characterize the supersolvable bicircular matroids. I have constructed nonsupersolvable bicircular matroids with integral roots, but the details are complicated and somewhat mysterious, so I omit them here. We close with comments on algorithmics, chordality, and freeness and some open questions that grow out of our work.
1. Biased Graphs, Matroids, Etc.
We give a quick exposition of the relevant portions of biased graph theory, from denitions through their matroids to their representations as vector sets and arrangements of hyperplanes. The source for biased graphs is BG], especially the cryptomorphic de nitions of the matroids in Theorems II.2.1 (that is, Theorem 2.1 of Part II) and II.3.1 and the gain-graph and matroid invariant theory of Sections III.4 and III.5. The reader need not be acquainted with the sources in order to read this paper.
1a. Biased graphs. A biased graph = (V; E; B) is a graph jj jj = (V; E), not necessarily nite, together with a linear subclass B = B( ) of its polygons (or \circuits," but we reserve this term for matroid circuits): a class of polygons such that, if in a theta subgraph two polygons belong to B, so does the third. In biased graph theory we nd it helpful to have four kinds of edges: links (two distinct endpoints), loops (two coincident endpoints), half edges (one endpoint), and loose edges (no endpoints; the name is due to Tutte). Neither of the latter can belong to a polygon. A subgraph or edge set is balanced if it contains no half edge and any polygon in it belongs to B. It is contrabalanced if it contains no balanced polygon or loose edge. Thus a loose edge is balanced, a half edge is not, and a loop may or may not be. For matroidal purposes a loose edge behaves like a balanced loop and a half edge like an unbalanced one, but for technical reasons it is helpful to allow all four types of edge.
Several special types of biased and unbiased graphs will be needed. An ordinary graph has only links and loops. A link graph has only links. A simple graph is a link graph that contains no digons. A star S k is a simple graph having k edges (where k 1), all incident to one vertex (the center). A unicycle is a connected ordinary graph having exactly one polygon. By m? we mean a graph ? with every edge replaced by m copies of itself. An induced subgraph of ? = (V; E) is ?: W = (W; E: W) where W V and E: W = fe 2 E : ; 6 = V (e) Wg, V (e) denoting the set of endpoints of e. For W V and S E we write W c = V nW , S c = EnS , ?nW = ?: W c , and ?jS = (V; S). The neighborhood of v 2 V is N(v) = fx 2 V : x is adjacent but not equal to vg; the complete neighborhood is N(v) = N(v) fvg. We denote by ?] the biased graph whose underlying graph is ?, in which every polygon is balanced.
In a biased graph , we let U( ) = fv 2 V : v supports an unbalanced edgeg. is full if U( ) = V . We call simply biased if it has no loose edges, balanced loops, balanced digons, or pairs of unbalanced edges at the same vertex. If W V and S E , (W ) denotes with a half edge added at each vertex in WnU( ). : W , jS, etc., denote subgraphs of ? with balance of polygons the same as in . Similarly, ? (W ) denotes a graph ? with a half edge added to each vertex in W not already supporting one.
Two special unions are the disjoint union 1 2 and the one-point amalgamation 1 p 2 , where p is a vertex of 1 and 2 and 1 \ 2 = fpg. In each case the balance of a polygon is the same as in 1 or 2 , whichever it is that contains the polygon.
1b. Gain graphs. In the examples we need gain graphs, which for our purposes can be de ned in the following way (simpli ed from BG, Section III.4]). Take a group G. On the vertex set n] = f1; 2; ; ng construct a graph with edges (i; j; g) for all distinct i; j 2 n] and g 2 G, but identify the edge (i; j; g) with (j; i; g ?1 ). This is the gain graph GK n . Adding a half edge to each of p vertices gives GK (p) n . We call g the gain of (i; j; g) in the direction from i to j and we write ' n (i; j; g) = g. Calling a polygon f(i 0 ; i 1 ; g 1 ); (i 1 ; i 2 ; g 2 ); ; (i k?1 ; i k ; g k )g, where i 0 = i k , balanced when g 1 g 2 g k = 1 determines a biased graph GK (p) n ]. A gain graph = (V; E; ') with gain group G and gain function ' is any subgraph of GK (n) n , ' being the restriction to E of ' n ; ] denotes the corresponding biased graph. We call GK n the G-expansion of K n and GK (n) n the full G-expansion. When n 3 (but not if n 4) the construction works for any quasigroup G.
Switching by a function : V ! G means changing the gain of each link or loop from (i; j; g) = g to (i; j; g) = (i) ?1 g (j) . Switching preserves the state of balance or imbalance of polygons, hence ] = ].
A signed graph is a gain graph whose group is the sign group f+; ?g. (It is not a handcu . Again, a half edge counts as a loop.) The complete lift matroid L 0 ( ) is the matroid on E 0 = E e 0 , where e 0 is a new element called the extra point, whose circuits are the lift circuits: the balanced polygons, loose edges, contrabalanced tight and broken handcu s and thetas, and sets C e 0 where C is an unbalanced polygon or a half edge. The lift matroid L( ) is L 0 ( )ne 0 . We call S E 0 balanced if S is a balanced edge set. Letting c(S) be the number of connected components of (V (Sne 0 ); Sne 0 ), the rank function in the lift and complete lift is r 0 (S) = jV (Sne 0 Dually, we regard z ( ) and z 0 ( ) as a ne hyperplane arrangements in F n . Then z (e) has equation x i ? x j = g if e = (i; j; g), while a half edge or the extra point corresponds to the in nite hyperplane h 1 and therefore does not appear in the a ne hyperplane representation. However, we cannot ignore it entirely. The projectivization of A is the arrangement A P = A fH 1 g in P n (F). Note that switching the associated gain graph by corresponds to a translation, replacing x i by x i + (i).
An a ne arrangement A 1 A 2 is the direct sum of A 1 and A 2 if r(A 1 ) + r(A 2 ) = r(A 1 A 2 ), where r(A) = maxfcodim S : S is a nonempty intersection at of hyperplanes of Ag. For homogeneous arrangements this specializes to the de nition in Section 1d. It entails that A 1 and A 2 are disjoint. 1f. Coloring and polynomials. A 1-coloring or group coloring of is a mapping c : V ! G f0g where0 6 2 G. It is proper if E: c ?1 (0) = ; and for all edges (i; j; g) 2 E with i; j 6 2 c ?1 (0) we have c(j) 6 = c(i)g. If and G are nite there is a polynomial proper group colorings not using the color0. If is full, then ( ) = ( +1) = p G ( +1); and more generally, We see that the roots of p L 0 ( ) ( ) are those of p G( (V ) ) ( ) decreased by one, except that the root 1 remains unchanged. If is also a link graph and is unbalanced, the characteristic polynomial of L( ) is
These results are from BG, Theorem III.5.2].
Frames
In a biased graph a vertex v is bias simplicial if (s1) for each pair of edges, e and f , from v to distinct neighbors x and y, there is an xy edge which completes a balanced triangle; (s2) for each unbalanced digon at v, the other endpoint is in U( ); and (s3) if v is in U( ) then every neighbor is in U( ). We call v link simplicial if it satis es (i) and simplicial if it is link simplicial and the set E(v) of edges incident with v is balanced (that is, there is no unbalanced digon at v, and v 6 2 U( )). In a balanced graph ?] a simplicial or link or bias-simplicial vertex (in the biased sense) is the same as a simplicial vertex of ? (in the ordinary sense).
We restate the conditions to apply to a gain graph : (s1 0 ) whenever there are edges e = (v; x; g) and f(v; y; h) with x 6 = y, there is an edge (x; y; g ?1 h); (s2 0 ) whenever there are edges (v; x; g) and (v; x; h) with g 6 = h, there is an unbalanced loop or half edge at x; I regard the rst kind of modular copoint as the normal one; the others are exceptional cases.
Proof. We may assume G( ) is connected and unbalanced. (The balanced case is known from ME, Theorem 3].)
First, we need a catalog of all types of line in G( ). It is easy to produce one because b( ) 2. In the former case we see from lines of types M 2 and M 1 1 2 that A c can contain no two vertex-disjoint edges except a pair of unbalanced edges, which, due to lines of order 2, must be at vertices which are adjacent in A. If with every edge given gain g in the orientation away from the central vertex, and ? and S k are as before.
Proof. Su ciency is clear by Theorem 2.1 and the properties of modular ats cited in Section 1c. For necessity we have only to clear up some technicalities. We may assume is connected and unbalanced. We proceed by induction on the order. A supersolvable G( ) has a modular copoint A such that G( )jA is supersolvable. Consequently and the modular copoint A n?1 are as described in Theorem 2.1.
Let us take up rst the exceptional cases (2){(6). Here ? = (V; A) is balanced, hence chordal by Stanley's theorem. By Dirac's lemma ? is K n or has two nonadjacent simplicial vertices. It is easy to deduce that has a b.s.v.o. in cases (2), (3) when U 6 = ;, and (6). In cases (3) with U = ; and (4), if 6 = 0 := (mK 2 ; ;) or K 3 ], respectively, then ? has a simplicial vertex v 6 2 V ( 0 ). Then v is clearly simplicial in , so it can be eliminated; by induction, is a simplicial extension of 0 . As for case (5), here is as in case (ii c). Now consider case (1), where A = E: fvg c with v bias simplicial in . By successively eliminating bias-simplicial vertices we will either nd a b.s.v.o. or express as a biassimplicial extension of a supersolvable 0 which has no bias-simplicial vertex. But then by induction 0 is one of (mK 2 ; ;), K 3 ], or +? ?S k ] where ? is chordal. It is easy to see that a bias-simplicial extension of such an 0 is a simplicial extension. Therefore the theorem is proved.
Clearly, if G( ) is supersolvable, then so is G(jj jj) unless is as in (ii) (c). However, we can say more. Let jj jj 0 be the graph obtained from through replacing unbalanced loops and half edges by links to a new vertex v 0 , then taking the underlying unbiased graph and eliminating loops and multiple edges. Now, the geometry of Theorem 2.2. Let A be a two-term arrangement of hyperplanes in F n and U the set of coordinates i for which x i = 0 is in A. Call a coordinate i transitive if (i) whenever it participates in hyperplanes x i = gx j and x k = hx i (where i, j , k are distinct; and we always tacitly assume g; h 6 = 0), then A has a hyperplane x k = hgx j ; (ii) the same, if k = j 6 = i and hg 6 = 1 (whence x k = hgx j is the coordinate hyperplane x j = 0); and (iii) if A contains x i = 0 and x i = gx j , then it contains x j = 0. Call i strictly transitive if it is transitive, x i = 0 is not in A, and for each j 6 = i, there is at most one hyperplane equation involving both x i and x j . Let A (i) = fH 2 A : the equation of H involves only x 1 ; : : :; x i , at mostg. Corollary 2.4. Let A be a two-term arrangement of hyperplanes in F n , where F is a skew eld. Then A is supersolvable if and only if it is a direct sum of arrangements B of any of the following four forms (after suitably scaling and renumbering the coordinates):
(i) B is such that each i is transitive in B (i) .
(ii) Each i 3 is strictly transitive in B (i) . (iii) B consists of hyperplanes x i = x j for 1 i < j 3 and additional hyperplanes (if any) so that each i 4 is strictly transitive in B (i) .
(iv) There is an r such that every coordinate i > r is strictly transitive in B (i) ; B (r) = B + B ? , where B + is graphic and supersolvable (i.e., its hyperplanes have equations x i = x j and each i 3 is strictly transitive in B (i) ); B ? consists of hyperplanes x m = g 0 x i for xed m, xed g 0 2 F nf1g, and all i 2 fi 1 ; : : :; i k g (where k 1 and no i j = m); and B + contains all hyperplanes x i j = x i l for 1 j < l k.
Graphic Lifts
First in our treatment of graphic lifts we ought to verify that a nitary graphic lift lattice, or matroid rather, really is the lift or extended lift of a graphic matroid. In other words we should prove that for a nitary matroid M to have a nonloop point e 0 such that M=e 0 is graphic, it is necessary and su cient that M = L 0 ( ) for some biased graph . Certainly L 0 ( ) is a graphic lift. The converse is implicit in D-K, Section 6] as ampli ed in BG, Section II.3 near Theorem II.3.1] (especially see the references cited therein). The key idea is to reduce to the nite case and dualize. For the record we state exactly how is constructed: if M=e 0 = G(?), then jj jj = ?; and a polygon is unbalanced when its closure in M contains e 0 .
To simplify the results we shall often assume that is connected. We can do so because, if it is not and if one identi es just enough vertices to make it connected, the lift and complete lift matroids are not changed. Now we state the main theorems. We leave the proofs to the reader since they are along the same lines as those for frame matroids. We may without loss of generality take to be a link graph, for an unbalanced edge is parallel to e 0 , whence Lat L( ) = Lat L 0 ( ) if has any such edge.
Recall from Section 2 that a vertex v is link simplicial if any two nonparallel links at v are contained in a balanced triangle. This and the remark on p L 0 in Section 1f show that, for a biased graph , the properties of supersolvability, and of positive integrality of characteristic roots, of L 0 ( ) parallel those of G( (V ) ).
For the geometric interpretation of Theorem 3.2 consider an a nely graphic arrangement A in F n and its projectivization A P in P n (F) = F n H 1 . Call a coordinate i in F n a nely transitive in A if, whenever A has hyperplanes x i ? x j = g and x k ? x i = h, it has a hyperplane x k ? x j = g + h. Call i strictly a nely transitive if, in addition, for each j 6 = i there is at most one hyperplane of the form x i ? x j = g.
Corollary 3.4. Let A be an a nely graphic arrangement of hyperplanes in F n , where F is a skew eld.
(A) A P is supersolvable if and only if, after suitable translation and renumbering of coordinates, each coordinate i is a nely transitive in A (i) .
(B) A P nfH 1 g is supersolvable, as an arrangement in P n (F), if and only if A is a direct sum of (a ne) arrangements B that have any of the following forms, after translation and renumbering coordinates: (i) Every coordinate i 3 in B is strictly a nely transitive in B (i) .
(ii) Every coordinate i 4 is strictly a nely transitive in B (i) , char F = 2, and B contains x j ? x k = 0; 1 for 1 j < k 3. (iii) There are a xed g 0 2 F , a set fi 1 ; : : :; i k ; mg of coordinates with k 1, and a coordinate r i 1 ; : : :; i k ; m, such that every coordinate i > r is strictly a nely transitive in B (i) , B 0 = fx m = x i j + g 0 : 1 j kg B; fx i j = x i l : 1 j < l kg BnB 0 fx i = x j : 1 i < j rg; and every coordinate i r is strictly a nely transitive in B (i) nB 0 .
4. Near-Dowling and Dowling lift lattices Our simplest example is the near-Dowling lattice Q y n;p (G) of a group G (or quasigroup, if n 3). It is Lat G(GK (p) n ); it generalizes the Dowling lattice Q y n;n (G) introduced in CGL]. If jGj = 2, Q y n;p (G) is the lattice of subspaces generated by the root system B n with n ? p standard basis vectors omitted, thus in particular by D n if p = 0. If G = Z , Q y n;p (G) is a complex analog, represented by the arrangement fx i = ! k x j ; x l = 0 : 1 i < j n; 0 k < ; 1 l pg; where ! is a th root of unity.
The characteristic polynomial of a nite near-Dowling lattice can be computed in many ways, such as by deletion and contraction as was done for jGj = 2 in GRS, The supersolvability of the Dowling lattices was proved by Dowling. Nonsupersolvability seems to have been noticed independently more than once, e.g. (for = 2) by Terao and by Hanlon, but as far as I know the rst published mentions are in J-T, Example (5.5)] for (n; p; ) = (3; 1; 2) and (4; 0; 2), based on the property of ber type of an arrangement of complex hyperplanes, in Whittle Wh, Theorem 3.10] for p = 0, with a proof along the same lines as ours, and recently in B-S, Section 2] for general p n?2 and = 2, with an elegant counting proof whose origin is obscure but which seems to have been rst p(Q xx n ; ) = p(Q x n ; ) + ( ? 1) n?1 :
These formulas are also immediate from the general formulas that precede this example. The complete lift polynomial obviously has positive integral roots and indeed supersolvability of Q x n (G), besides being a consequence of Corollary 3.3, is quite obvious (as shown in BG, Example III.6.7]).
Corollary 4.2. All Q x n (G) are supersolvable. Q xx n (G) is supersolvable only when n 2 or = 1 or (n; ) = (2; 3); in all other cases it has not even a modular copoint.
The roots of Q xx n (G) are positive integers when n = 3 because the lattice equals Q y 3;0 (G) . For larger n it seems impossible that they could all be integers, but I cannot prove there are no exceptions.
Group expansions and biased expansions
Take a simple graph ? with vertex set n] and a subset U V (?). In the de nition of GK n , include only those edges (i; j; g) for which ij 2 E(? The supersolvable lift examples are trivial in a sense: they satisfy L(G?) = G(G?), so they are subsumed under Corollary 5.1.
Are there any examples with integral roots that are not supersolvable? By Section 1f the positivity and integrality of the roots of L 0 (G?) are identical to those of G (G? (V ) Although it seems that an integral factorization of p L ( ) could exist, if at all, only in the rarest circumstances, I see no way to decide this except in very special cases.
A special case that is approachable is that in which ? is a tree of order n (and we assume 2, n 3). Then we want an integral factorization of ( ? ) n?1 +( ?1) n?2 .
However, it is easy to show there is at most one integral zero and it is a simple zero.
6. An extension of Edelman and Reiner's theorem Edelman and Reiner ER] showed that the two-term hyperplane representation x ( (U) ) of a signed graph (U) , where has the form +K n ? , is supersolvable if and only if is a threshold graph and U satis es certain conditions. They did so as a byproduct of their characterization of free arrangements of this type. Here we rederive their supersolvability criterion and a simple generalization directly from Theorem 2.2.
First we need some de nitions. The (decreasing) degree partial order on the vertices of a graph is de ned by v w if deg v > deg w. A degree order on V ( ) is any linear extension of the degree partial order. (So an order ideal in the degree partial order is the same as an initial segment in some degree order.) A graph is a threshold graph if it is obtained from the empty graph by adding one vertex at a time, each new vertex being adjacent to all or none of the previous vertices. (Threshold graphs were introduced by Chvatal and Hammer CH]; for an expository treatment see G, Chapter 10].) A vertex set W is stable in a graph if : W has no edges.
Corollary 6.1. Let G be a group, H a proper subgroup, a spanning subgraph of K n , and U V (K n ). De ne = G HK n . Then G( (U) ) is supersolvable if and only if one of the following holds:
(i) is a threshold graph, U is an ideal in the degree partial order, and U c is stable in if jHj = 1, jU c j 1 if jHj > 1.
(ii) jHj = 1, U = ;, and jE( )j = 1. (iii) jHj = 1, jGj = 2, U = ;, and E( ) is either a triangle or a star.
Proof. The cases (ii, iii) are direct from Theorem 2.2. To prove the only if portion of (i) we assume G( (U) ) is supersolvable. We rely on the theorem of Chvatal and Hammer that is a threshold graph if and only if it has no induced subgraph that is a 2-edge matching M 2 , a 3-edge path P 3 , or a 4-edge polygon C 4 . We show that link simpliciality (hence also bias simpliciality) precludes having any of these as an induced subgraph in . Let (v 1 ; v 2 ; : : :; v n ) be a l.s.v.o. for . Consider any set Q of four vertices and let v l have the largest index in Q. Suppose v is -adjacent to w 2 Q, and let x 1 , x 2 be the other two members of Q. Since v l is link simplicial in l = : fv 1 ; : : :; v l g and contains (v; x i ; 1) for both x i 's, l must contain the edges (w; x i ; g) for all g 2 G. That is, w has degree 3 in : Q. It follows that : Q 6 = M 2 , P 3 , or C 4 , and so is a threshold graph.
Every threshold graph is chordal and its simplicial vertex orders are precisely the degree orders. (See CH, Theorem 1 (iii)].) Consequently, if a vertex v 2 U , we must have w 2 U for every w u. That is, U is an ideal in the degree partial order. Suppose jHj 2 and v 6 2 U . Then by property (s2) in Section 2, v must be the last vertex in any b.s.v.o. Therefore, U = V nfvg, so jU c j 1. On the other hand, if jHj = 1 and (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) is a b.s.v.o. for (U) , U c must be stable. Now for the if part of (i). Suppose (U) has the form described. Then there is a degree order (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) for in which U is an initial segment.
Lemma 6.2. Any such degree order is a b.s.v.o. for (U) .
Proof. Of the three de ning properties of bias simpliciality, (s2) and (s3) We can calculate the characteristic polynomial rather easily. It turns out that We have seen that the integrality of the characteristic roots of C y n (d) is not due to supersolvability. However, it is explained by the fact that C y n (d) is inductively free. (We omit the details.) Thus we have a family of geometric lattices that are inductively free but are far from being supersolvable.
The lattices C y n (d) are very interesting objects. Here I will merely point out that the elements can be regarded as a kind of structured partition I call a d-composed (or simply composed, if d = 1) partial partition of n]. To explain this we rst de ne a d-composition of a set B : it is an ordered weak partition of B , that is, a sequence (S 0 ; S 1 ; S 2 ; ) of pairwise disjoint sets whose union is B , in which there is no consecutive subsequence of d empty sets except in the in nite terminal string of nulls; for normalization we also require S 0 6 = ; unless all S i = ;. If d = 1 this is just a composition of B , i.e., an ordered partition (S 0 ; S 1 ; ; S k ), with a terminal string of null sets attached for notational consistency. A d-composed partial partition of n] is a partition of a subset of n] together with a dcomposition of each block. One can explicitly describe the re nement ordering and interval structure of C y n (d) in terms of d-composed partial partitions, but that would lead us astray here. (I intend to treat these lattices in detail in GLSP3] along with more complex lattices of a similar nature.)
Note that C y n (d) is representable by vectors or hyperplanes over every skew eld of order at least nd + 2. The reason is that any such eld contains an element ! of multiplicative order nd + 1 or more. Thus the arrangement fx i = ! k x j ; x l = 0 : 1 i < j n; ?d k d; 1 l ng
n ) with gains in Z m where m = order of !, or in Z if ! has in nite order. As we saw in the proof of (7.1), any of these gain groups gives the same bias and therefore the same matroid. never has an integral factorization for n 3. The proof starts by noting that an integral root of the bracketed expression must satisfy n nd. Moreover, n must be even and we must have ( ? 2) n?2 ? (n(d + 1) ? 1 ? ) n?1 = 0:
Here the rst term is isotone and the second antitone for n nd so there is at most one distinct root. A multiple root can exist only where both terms have zero derivative; but neither one does anywhere in the allowed interval. So there is at most one integral root, not enough for a factorization. These lattices can be described explicitly. C x n (d) consists of all d-composed partitions and ordinary partitions of n]. C xx n (d) is the same with the total ordinary partition 0 n] omitted. I treat C x n (d) (and plan to treat C xx n (d)) more fully in GLSP3].
8. Bicircular matroids These are the bias matroids G(?; ;) of contrabalanced graphs (?; ;). (Loose edges are excluded here. We also exclude loops, since they behave like half edges. Multiple edges are, as usual, allowed.) They were introduced in SP] and Klee, pp. 145f.] . They are transversal matroids, and they are the frame matroids whose nonbasic elements are in general position (a fact which is treated geometrically, in transversal generality, in ARTM]). They are representable by real vectors or hyperplanes, as shown for instance in ARTM]. Indeed, (?; ;) can be embedded in Z K (n) n for any 2 jE(?)j ; we therefore obtain a representation of G(?; ;) by complex hyperplanes of the forms x i = ! k x j and x l = 0, similar to those mentioned in Sections 4 and 5. A multitree is a link graph whose simpli cation (that is, the graph resulting from replacing parallel sets by simple edges) is a tree. A partially lled multitree is T (U) where U V (T). A multitree T can be described by a tree T and a positive multiplicity function : E(T) ! Z . (The pair (T; ) is not identical to the multitree; e.g., because it has fewer edges.) T (U) can be described by the pair (T 9. Comments and questions 9a. Algorithmics. Theorems 2.2 and 3.2 yield a reasonably fast algorithm for deciding whether a given biased or gain graph has supersolvable bias, lift, or complete lift matroid; and thereby whether a given two-term or graphic-lift arrangement of hyperplanes is supersolvable. The algorithm would employ a subroutine that tests a vertex for being simplicial or bias-(or link-) simplicial, another that recognizes the special graphs in (ii)(a,b) , and one that recognizes the graph of (ii)(c) (the only tricky part).
9b. Generalized chordality. Theorem 2.2 raises the tantalizing question of generalizing criteria for chordality in graphs. For a graph ?, supersolvability of G(?) is equivalent to each of the following: existence of a simplicial vertex ordering, chordality, and Dirac's condition that minimal vertex joins be cliques ( Dir] , or see G, Theorem 4.1]). The rst property is generalized (with necessary exceptions) to biased graphs by Theorem 2.2 but I do not know how to generalize the others.
The obvious matroid generalization of chordality is the property that every circuit C of length at least four has a partition C = C 1 C 2 where C 1^C2 6 = ; and neither block is a singleton. (Then C 1^C2 is an atom, which may be called a chord of C , and any point in that atom forms circuits with C 1 and with C 2 .) But chordality is unrelated to supersolvability even for frame matroids. We see this already in examples of the form = GK (p) n . Let A v denote a handcu circuit consisting of an unbalanced edge at x, a link xv, and a digon on vertices v and w (where w 6 = x). If v 6 2 U( ), then A v has no chord in the matroid sense proposed above. It follows that is not chordal if jGj 2 and 0 < p < n, but G( ) is supersolvable if p = n ? 1 (and not supersolvable if 0 < p n ? 2). Thus supersolvability, even having a b.s.v.o., does not entail chordality.
(Just to show counterexamples are common, another nonchordal example is any biased graph that contains a contrabalanced theta graph whose trivalent vertices are not triply adjacent. It is easy to construct such graphs which are supersolvable: e.g., G? (n) ] where ? is 3-connected, incomplete, and chordal and jGj 3.)
Now consider a circuit B v composed of two digons adjacent at v. By suitably switching we can suppose that the edges are e i = (x i ; v; 1) and f i = (x i ; v; h i ) for i = 1; 2, with h i 6 = 1 and x 1 6 = x 2 . The only ways B v can have a matroid chord e are if e is an unbalanced edge at v, or a link (x 1 ; x 2 ; h 1 ) when h 1 = h ?1 2 or (x 1 ; x 2 ; 1) when h 1 = h 2 .
Thus B v has no chord if we choose v 6 2 U( ) and h 2 6 = h 1 1 (so we need p < n and jGj 4). This shows again that supersolvability does not imply chordality. 2 9d. Edelman-Reiner generalization. Applying Corollary 6.1 to a nite multiplicative subgroup of a scalar eld, it ought to be fairly easy to decide exactly which arrangements of the kind dealt with in that corollary are free. To start with, I have calculated for n = 4 that the characteristic polynomial p G ( ) has an integral factorization only rarely if = M 2 (e.g., only when jGj = 7, if U = V and jHj = 1) and never if = P 3 or C 4 .
